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ABSTRACT: Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) promise various
novel neural biomedical applications for interfacing neurons
with electronic devices or to design appropriate biomaterials
for tissue regeneration. In this study, we use a new
methodology to pattern SiO2 cell culture surfaces with
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs). In contrast to
homogeneous surfaces, patterned surfaces allow us to
investigate new phenomena about the interactions between
neural cells and CNTs. Our results demonstrate that thin
layers of DWNTs can serve as effective substrates for neural
cell culture. Growing neurons sense the physical and chemical
properties of the local substrate in a contact-dependent
manner and retrieve essential guidance cues. Cells exhibit
comparable adhesion and differentiation scores on homoge-
neous CNT layers and on a homogeneous control SiO2
surface. Conversely, on patterned surfaces, it is found that
cells preferentially grow on CNT patterns and that neurites are
guided by micrometric CNT patterns. To further elucidate this
observation, we investigate the interactions between CNTs
and proteins that are contained in the cell culture medium by
using quartz crystal microbalance measurements. Finally, we
show that protein adsorption is enhanced on CNT features
and that this effect is thickness dependent. CNTs seem to act
as a sponge for culture medium elements, possibly explaining
the selectivity in cell growth localization and differentiation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) have different properties, such as
extraordinary strength, toughness, electrical conductivity, and
specific surface area, which make them excellent candidates for
interfacing with neural systems for the development of
biocompatible, durable, and robust neuroprosthetic devices.
CNTs have been studied as possible substrates for neuronal cell
adhesion.1,2 Studies have demonstrated that CNT surfaces act
as an extremely efficient biocompatible substrate on which
neurons adhere and proliferate. CNT homogeneous films have
also been shown to influence neurite branching, length, and
density.3,4 In vivo, CNTs have been very recently investigated
as scaffold for stem cell therapy because of their favorable
electrical properties, and it has been shown that CNTs could
reduce the size of a damaged brain area of a rat.5 In addition to
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being biocompatible,2,3,6,7 CNTs are electrically conducting
(they can behave like a metal or like a semiconductor,
depending on their structure) and can be integrated into
microfabricated devices. This panel of properties opens up new
and exciting prospects. A recent development in CNT-based
devices is represented by the design of multi-electrode arrays
(MEA) to both electrically stimulate and record signals from
neurons. Such MEAs were made by synthesizing islands of
CNTs on lithographically defined, conductive substrates.
Reports indicate the possibility of directly stimulating isolated
neurons via CNTs in culture.4,8 It was also demonstrated that
coating of metal electrodes with CNTs led to low-impedance
electrodes,4 and that CNT layers could be used as thin films to
enhance or support neuronal excitation.3−5,9 Chemically
modified CNTs are also being used as microelectrode neural
interfaces. CNTs can drastically increase the charge injection
capacity which can permit the reduction of the electrode size,
while providing biocompatible surface and reducing inflamma-
tion reaction.10,11 Lovat et al., by culturing neurons on multi-
walled carbon nanotubes substrates,12 demonstrated that CNTs
improved neural signal transfer while supporting dendritic
elongation and cell adhesion. These authors observed an
increase in the frequency of spontaneous post-synaptic currents
and action potential firings, but details of the electrical features
of such coupling are still lacking. Indeed, at the cell/CNTs
interface, various effects are combined because of the complex
and numerous properties of CNTs (conductivity, topography,
chemical functionalization, hydrophobicity, and young mod-
ulus), but all these phenomena are still not completely
understood.
From several studies involving cell culture on CNT layers, it
is becoming clear that nanotopography exhibited by CNT
layers stimulates behavioral changes in cells and plays a critical
role in modifying cell development and proliferation, as well as
the strength of adhesion to substrates.1,2,13 Nano- and
microtopography have been recognized as fundamental
parameters in the design of bioinspired materials with
controlled adhesion.14,15 However, the results presented in
the literature for cell adhesion on nonstructured randomly
rough surfaces, which represents the majority of natural
surfaces, remain controversial. Some studies have documented
a decrease in proliferation and adhesion with the increase in
surface roughness,16 whereas others have shown the opposite
by using others cell types.17 Most of the studies related to the
culture of neural cells on CNT substrates used homogeneous
surfaces and compared several surface types.18 However,
patterned surfaces are a key design to study and interpret cell
surface interactions. Only a few studies have reported
experiments using patterned surfaces, for example, to study
the cellular anchorage mechanism and the role of the nanoscale
neurite−CNT interaction19−22 or to form engineered, electri-
cally viable networks of neurons.21 Micropatterning of CNTs
using lithography to create self-organizing networks has been
demonstrated.11 Gabay et al. used a polydimethylsiloxane
stamp to deposit nanoparticules onto a quartz surface to
generate catalytic islands upon which CNTs were grown via
chemical vapor deposition.9 When neurons were cultured onto
these patterns, neurons adhered essentially on CNT regions.
Sorkin et al23 used a similar approach and created patterned
networks to study functional neuron networking with CNT
discs serving as electrical connections for sensing or
stimulation. The patterning approach is thus very useful for
the generation and investigation of neural networks in vitro.
However, most of these studies involving CNT patterning used
substrates that were initially nonpermissive for cell attachment
and growth. These particular conditions could explain the
entire selectivity of cells for the CNT regions. In other words, it
is the difference in cell attachment on the different surfaces that
caused the preferential localization of the cells on CNT
patterns. In the present work, we used an original patterning
method that combined spray-coating of CNTs and micro-
contact printing to create a new configuration for cells, in which
they could choose between two permissive surface types: SiO2
and CNTs. We think that by using this kind of patterned
substrate to culture neural cells, we can learn more about many
phenomena involved in the interactions between CNTs and
neural cells. To explain the observed highest affinity of cells for
CNTs, we decided to investigate the adsorption of proteins
contained in the cell culture medium to CNT surface. Indeed,
several studies have demonstrated the role of nanotopography
for protein adsorption.24 To explore in details the role of CNTs
on protein adsorption, we used a quartz-crystal microbalance
(QCM). This instrument determines adsorption events on a
piezoelectric quartz sensor through the measurement of the
mechanical resonance frequency shift due to mass changes.25,26
By coating the sensing electrode with a thin CNT layer, we
could adapt a QCM technique to quantify protein adsorption
on this kind of surface and demonstrate a “porous reservoir
effect” of CNT surfaces.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Fabrication of Engineered Substrates for 2D Cell
Culture on CNT Patterns. Preparation of CNTs Suspensions.
CNTs used in this work were prepared in-house by catalytic chemical
vapor deposition (CCVD) of CH4 at 1000°C (H2:CH4 atmosphere),
as reported earlier.27 After catalyst removal by dissolution with a
concentrated aqueous HCl solution, the CNTs were filtered and
washed with deionised water (0.45 μm polypropylene filtration
membrane) until neutral. The sample contained approximately 80%
of the double-walled nanotubes (DWNTs), the rest being mainly
single-walled nanotubes (∼15%) and triple-walled nanotubes. In order
to obtain a stable CNT suspension and to avoid nanotubes
agglomeration, we added a noncytotoxic dispersing agent, the
caraboxymethylcellulose (CMC). DWNTs and CMC were mixed
with ultrapure water with a mass ratio of 1:10 (CNTs: 0.1% and CMC:
1%). The CNT concentration of this suspension corresponds to 1 μg/
mL. The suspension was sonicated for 30 min (Sonics Vibra Cell) at a
power of 150 W, while cooling in an ice bath. The mixture, appearing
like a stable black suspension, however, was centrifuged (16 000 rpm
for 30 minutes) in order to eliminate the largest agglomerates.
SiO2 Substrate Patterning with CNTs using Soft Lithography.
SiO2 surfaces were patterned with CNTs using an adapted soft
lithography method. The first step of this method consisted in inking a
microstructured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp with CNTs.
Details of this process can be found in the Supporting Information. In
order to generate dense and homogeneous layers of CNTs on the
PDMS stamp surface, we used a spray-coating technique. This
technique is cost-effective and scalable to a large area.28,29 Spray-
coating was carried out for 10 min to cover a 2 × 2 cm microstructured
PDMS surface and obtain a dense CNT layer, 100 nm in thickness.30
By controlling the spray-coating duration, it was possible to control the
CNT layer thickness. Once the stamp has been covered with a thin
CNT layer, it was brought into contact with an ethanol wet SiO2
surface. The stamp was then peeled away, and we obtained
reproducibly largescale patterned SiO2 surfaces as shown in Figure
1. After fabrication, all surfaces were dipped in a water bath and heated 
at 60°C for 2 h to remove residual surfactant. We finally obtained 
micrometric patterns made of CNTs, having a controlled thickness on 
an SiO2 surface, and suitable for cell culture experiments. The thin
layers of CNTs patterned following this μCP process exhibited a
metallic behavior. The resistivity is on the order of 0.1 Ω cm.
This process was applied to create all surfaces used in this work. For
surfaces covered with a continuous CNT layer, we used a flat PDMS
stamp, while a microstructured PDMS stamp was used to produce
patterned surfaces. Two types of patterns were used in this work: the
first one consisted of arrays of micrometric lines measuring 20 μm in
width and 8 mm in length, and the second one consisted in
micrometric lines measuring between 7 μm and 20 μm in width and
turning at an angle of 90°. Various DWNT layer thicknesses (between
20 and 100 nm) were used, as mentioned for each experiment. Details
of the process can be found in the Supporting Information.
2.2. Cell Culture. Neuroblastoma mouse cells (neuro2a) were
grown in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(PAA Laboratories) and 1% penicillin streptomycin (GIBCO) in petri
dishes. Cells were subcultured twice a week and maintained at 37°C
and 5% CO2. All reported experiments were performed using cells
with less than twenty passages. Neuro2a cells were seeded on
substrates at a density of 1.2 × 104 cells/cm2. Cells were incubated for
24 h and then differentiated by switching the DMEM with 10% serum
medium to a medium of DMEM with 1% BSA (bovine serum albumin,
Euromedex). Cells were then maintained at 37°C for 48 h before
being fixed with 3.5% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for characterization.
2.3. Sample Characterization. AFM Measurements. Atomic
force microscopy (NanoWizard II, JPK instruments) was used for
imaging CNTs and for measuring the height of CNT layers and the
roughness of the patterned surface. All images and measurements were
performed in a dry environment at room temperature in contact mode
over a sampling of 50 × 50 μm2 for roughness measurements. Multiple
measurements were made in different scan directions. At least three
images were recorded per sample. The images had a resolution of 256
× 256 pixels and were acquired at a scanning rate of about 1 Hz.
SEM Observations. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
(Hitachi S-4800) was used to characterize both patterned surfaces
alone and patterned surfaces with cultured cells to investigate cell and
neurite localization. Substrates were rinsed with a phosphate-buffered
saline solution, dried, and directly used for SEM observation. For
patterned surfaces with cultured cells, quantifications were realized by
counting at least 300 cells on four randomly chosen fields (200×
magnification).
Fluorescence Microscopy and Image Analysis. To observe cells
and quantify their behavior, the actin cytoskeleton and cell nucleus
were stained. Cells were fixed for 1 hour in a 3.7% (wt/vol) solution
with formaldehyde, containing 15 mM sucrose at room temperature.
After permeabilization with Triton X100, F-actin was stained with
tetramethylrhodamine (TRITC)-conjugated phalloidin (molecular
probes), at a dilution of 1:200. The cell nucleus was stained with 4′-
6-diamidine-2-phenyl indole (DAPI) used in a 1:100 ratio.
Fluorescence images were acquired using a Leica fluorescent
microscope with a 20× objective. Images of at least 300 cells on
four randomly chosen observation fields were captured and analyzed
for each experimental condition. Experiments have been repeated at
least three times. Neuro2a cells were considered as differentiated when
they developed at least one neurite measuring at least 20 μm in length.
Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was based on at least three
independent series of experiments. A t test or a one-way ANOVA
analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism. Statistical significance
is indicated as follows: ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, and *p < 0.05.
2.4. Quartz Crystal Microbalance Measurements. For quartz
crystal microbalance measurements, we used an E4 quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) from Q-Sense.
Two separated identical flow chambers were used. One chamber
contained virgin SiO2 quartz, and the second chamber contained SiO2
quartz covered with a continuous CNT layer. CNT layers of various
thicknesses were used. The resonance frequency baseline signal was
stabilized before the injection of culture medium elements into the
chambers. The 7th resonance frequency was chosen for data analysis.
The experiments were conducted at the temperature used to culture
neural cells (i.e., 37°C).
A simplified version of the Sauerbrey equation can be used with
respect to the type of crystal used in the study. The additional mass
per unit area (in ng/cm2) is Δm = −(17.7/n) × Δf, where n = 7 (7th
order) and Δf is the absolute value of the negative resonance
frequency shift measured in real time, which gives a variation of 2.53
ng/cm2 for a Δf of 1 Hz.
2.5. Effects of CNTs on Neural Cells Proliferation. Neuro2a
cells were cultured in parallel on a plane SiO2 surface and on a plane
SiO2 surface coated with a homogeneous 60 ± 10 nm thick layer of
CNTs, hereafter called a CNT surface. In this case, a pure solution of
fetal bovine serum (FBS) was incubated prior to the cell culture on
both surfaces for 3 h. After removal of the FBS solution, surfaces were
air dried. Cells were seeded on surfaces at an initial density of 1.2 ×
104 cells/cm2 and cultured as usual. For a quantitative analysis of
proliferation, cell densities were counted each day for 4 days by optical
microscopy (5× objective) on four randomly chosen fields. Experi-
ments were independently repeated three times.
3. RESULTS
The primary aim of the present study was to investigate the
effects of CNTs on neural cell development and to elucidate
their role in the cell culture process. For this, we first observed
cell behavior of cells cultured in parallel on nonpatterned
surfaces made of virgin silicon dioxide surfaces (SiO2) or
consisting of a dense and thin layer of CNTs printed over a
SiO2 surface (SiO2/CNTs). CNT layers were made by using a
spray-coating technique. In comparison to other coating
techniques such as solution casting31 or dipping,32 the spray-
coating process developed here allowed for denser CNT layers
to be obtained in a single step, with a substrate surface totally
covered with CNTs (see the Supporting Information). We thus
cultured in parallel and in the same conditions neuro2a cells on
a SiO2 surface, a permissive substrate for neuro2a cells
(control), or a thin and continuous CNT layer. No
supplementary coating of the surfaces was realized. The affinity
between cells and surfaces was evaluated by quantifying
adherent cell density and cell differentiation after 3 days of
culture. As can be seen in Figure 2, on homogeneous surfaces,
Figure 1. Typical surfaces prepared for a 2D cell culture. (a and b)
SEM images of a patterned SiO2 substrate after printing CNTs. The
printed features are 7 to 20 μm wide lines. (a) Periodic arrays of line
and space CNT arrays. (b) Specific arrays of lines with 90° corners.
CNTs appear bright under SEM inspection. (c and d) AFM
characterization of typical CNT patterns created by microcontact
printing. (c) AFM image of CNT lines on a SiO2 surface (height
signal). (d) AFM image showing details inside a CNT pattern at the
nanoscale (vertical deflection signal). There is no CNT ordering inside
a micropattern.
these two parameters are comparable regardless of the surface
composition. The proportion of differentiated cells raised
comparable scores, 92 ± 4% and 95 ± 3%, respectively, for the
SiO2 and CNT surfaces.
We then investigated the influence of CNTs on neural cell
morphology, in particular by considering their neurite number.
We thus distinguished neural cell populations developing 1
neurite, 2 or 3 neurites, 4 or 5 neurites, and finally 5 or more
neurites. Figure 3 shows that when cultured on a SiO2 surface, a
large majority of cells exhibited only 2 or 3 neurites (69 ± 9%)
and that only 14 ± 8% of the neural cells developed 4 or 5
neurites. On the other hand, when cultured on a dense and
continuous CNT layer, neural cells globally exhibited more
neurites. Namely, the mean neurites number per neuron raised
3.3 ± 0.3 for CNT layer against only 2.2 ± 0.3 neurites per
neuron for the SiO2 surfaces. The proportion of neural cells
exhibiting 4 or 5 neurites raised 40 ± 7%, whereas the
proportion of neural cells with 2 or 3 neurites was only 43 ±
9% (against 69 ± 9% on virgin SiO2, p = 0.005). No significant
effect was observed concerning the neurites length (data not
shown).
Both surface types exhibited equivalent affinity for neuro2a
neural cells in term of cell adhesion and differentiation.
However, major differences were observed in the developed
neurites number. To further investigate the interactions
between neural cells and CNTs, we decided to culture those
cells in the presence of both surface types by means of
patterned surfaces, closely juxtaposing the SiO2 areas and CNT
areas. To create a competition situation between CNTs and
SiO2, we cultured neural cells on SiO2 surfaces, patterned
through a simple and rapid printing process previously
developed. The developed method allowed us to very rapidly
process large scale surfaces, thus giving the opportunity to
study cell behavior over a large population. Moreover, in
contrast with some already described methods,2,11,33,34 this
simple soft lithography process is particularly compatible with
the cell culture, as no toxic solvents were used at any step,
surfaces could easily be sterilized before starting the cell culture,
and CNT patterns were not removed during the whole culture
process without any previous chemical functionalization
needed.
The patterned surfaces thus obtained were in the plane
configuration of CNTs. Directly after cell seeding, cells were
randomly distributed and covered the entire surface homoge-
neously, independent of the presence of the CNT patterns (see
the Supporting information). After three days of culturing, the
overall cell density and differentiation rate were comparable to
those obtained on nonpatterned substrates, as is shown in
Figure 2 (panles a and b). We obtained, namely, a cell density
of 80 cells/mm2 and a global differentiation score of 82 ± 7%
for SiO2/CNT patterned surfaces. But surprisingly, by looking
further in depth, we observed that a huge majority of cells
developed precisely on the CNT patterns, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Moreover, we observed that the neurites were guided
in the direction of the printed CNT patterns. Neurites
developed and extended in the direction of the CNT lines
and were even able to follow lines exhibiting a corner of 90°, as
shown in Figure 4.
SEM observations have been complemented by optical
fluorescent imagery, and quantitative analyses are presented in
Figure 5. In fact, 84 ± 5% of cells were found on CNT patterns
in a competition situation (Figure 5a) and cells located on
CNT patterns exhibited a higher differentiation rate than cells
located on the neighboring SiO2 areas (Figure 5b). A
proportion of the differentiated cells raised 86 ± 4% for cells
located on CNT patterns. For cells grown on SiO2 nearby
zones, this score is only of 55 ± 4%, whereas 92 ± 4% of cells
were found to be differentiated on a homogeneous SiO2 surface
(see Figure 2b). This observation underlined that cells behaved
differently with the proximity of CNT features.
In a second step, we investigated the influence of cell body
localization on neurite behavior. For this, we distinguished the
Figure 2. Influence of CNTs on neuronal cell (neuro2a) density and
differentiation. Neuro2a cells were cultured for 3 days on a SiO2
nonpatterned surface, on thin nonpatterned layers of CNTs, or on
SiO2/CNTs line and space patterns. (a) Cell density (DAPI-stained
nuclei per mm2) on the different surfaces. (b) Percentage of
differentiated neural cells (percentage of neuro2a cells exhibiting at
least one neurite measuring at least 20 μm) on the different surfaces.
Data represent the mean values (± SE) coming from observations of
at least 200 cells on four randomly chosen imaging fields obtained for
three independent experiments.
Figure 3. Histogram representing the proportion of differentiated
neuronal cells equipped with only one neurite, two or three neurites,
four or five neurites, or more than five neurites for the two types of
unpatterned surfaces: SiO2 and CNT thin layer. For each condition,
around 400 cells were observed.
cell population with the cell body located on the CNT features
(denoted “A” in Figure 4a) from cells with bodies located on
the SiO2 features (denoted “B” in Figure 4a). For cells having
their body located on the CNT features (population A), 85 ±
5% of their neurites were located on the CNT features as well.
Only 15 ± 5% of neurites escaped CNT features to grow on
neighboring SiO2 areas. On the other hand, for cells having
their body on SiO2 features, 54 ± 3% of neurites developed on
SiO2 and other neurites reached a neighboring CNT feature
and grew further along it (see Figure 5, panels c and d).
All these observations lead to the conclusion that in the
presence of these two kinds of surfaces (SiO2 and CNTs) close
together, the neural cells, neuro2a, preferentially developed on
the CNT lines. One possible hypothesis for the selective
localization of cells on the CNT patterns is the higher affinity of
CNTs for the proteins of the culture medium compared to
SiO2, thus creating a more favorable environment for cell
growth and neurite development. To investigate the possible
interaction between proteins of the culture medium and CNTs,
we performed QCM-D analysis of adsorption of various
elements such as BSA and serum (FBS).
To investigate the precise role of the CNT layer on this
phenomenon, QCM-D experiments were carried out using
virgin SiO2 quartz crystals and various SiO2 quartz coated with
continuous CNT layers of different thicknesses. All CNT layers
were first characterized by AFM. They had a comparable
surface roughness (Ra = 8.5 ± 2 nm) and measured between 20
and 100 nm in height. Bovine serum albumin (BSA), at a
concentration of 10 μg/mL, was then incubated on both quartz
crystal types. In our cell culture experiments, BSA was used at
this concentration to induce neural cell differentiation. Figure
6a shows typical QCM traces obtained when incubating
substrates with BSA. As soon as BSA entered the chambers, a
frequency shift was detected, denoting adsorption events on
both surfaces. This frequency shift was always significantly
greater for the quartz covered with CNTs. Thus, we observed a
clear and reproducible difference between the two surface types
(SiO2 and CNTs). Namely, CNT surfaces exhibiting higher
frequency shifts adsorbed more BSA than virgin SiO2 quartz.
Frequency shift (and thus mass adsorption) was found to be
directly linked with the CNT layer thickness (Figure 6, panels a
and b). For a layer thickness between 20 and 70 nm, we noted a
proportional relation between the adsorbed mass of proteins
and the layer thickness (correlation factor is 0.98) (Figure 6b).
However, for layers thicker than 70 nm, the adsorbed mass did
not increase any more, as if the layers were saturated and could
not adsorb additional proteins. After incubation of BSA on both
surface types, we washed the quartz with PBS in order to know
if BSA proteins were strongly attached to the surface. We
observed a low desorption of BSA for both surface types (see
the Supporting Information). However, the washing process
only removed loosely attached proteins, and a significant
amount of BSA proteins remained adsorbed on the surfaces.
Once again, the amount of BSA proteins found on the surface
Figure 4. Neuro2a cells culture on a SiO2/CNTs micropatterned
surface. (a) SEM images of neuro2a cells cultured on patterned
surfaces after 2 days of differentiation. Arrows point to neurites
developed on CNT patterns. The letter A indicates a specific cell body
on a CNT feature, and the letter B points out a specific cell body
outside of a CNT feature (on a SiO2 feature). (b) Optical fluorescence
image of neural cells grown on CNT patterns (similar to Figure 1,
right) after phalloidin staining. Note that neurites follow the CNT
lines turning at an angle of 90°.
Figure 5. Influence of SiO2/CNTs micropatterns on neuro2a cell
behavior. (a) Detailed distribution of cells inside a SiO2/CNT pattern
(18 μm line and 22 μm space). (b) Detailed differentiation scores of
cells inside a SiO2/CNT pattern. (c and d) Detailed neurite outgrowth
on patterned surfaces. (c) Quantification of neurite localization inside
SiO2/CNT patterns, as a function of the localization of the cell body.
Values represent mean (± SE) of three independent experiments. At
least 300 neurites were observed for each experiment. (d) Schematic
representation of various situations observed for neural cell culture on
the SiO2/CNT patterned surfaces (CNTs are shown in black). Cell
bodies are mainly located on the CNT patterns. Neurites turned out to
develop preferentially on CNT patterns and followed the direction of
the CNT lines. Cells located on SiO2 developed less neurites, which
were either localized on the SiO2 regions or on the CNT patterns and
aligned by the CNT lines.
after incubation and rinsing was significantly higher on the
CNT surfaces compared to the SiO2 surfaces (see Figure S1 of
the Supporting Information).
In order to confirm the increasing adsorption on the CNTs,
we carried out the same experiments with other molecules, such
as poly-L-lysine, which is very often used to enhance cell
adhesion and fetal bovine serum, which is commonly added to
the cell culture medium or an antibody (donkey-anti-goat IgG
monoclonal antibody). Table 1 summarizes the obtained
results. We always observed that the amount of molecules
adsorbed on the CNT surfaces was significantly higher than on
the SiO2 surfaces, whatever the incubated solution. The
frequency shift difference between SiO2 and CNT surfaces
was particularly high for antibodies and poly-L-lysine (around 4
times higher).
In order to illustrate the enhanced adsorption of CNTs and
investigate its effect on the cell culture, we compared cell
proliferation on both CNT and SiO2 surfaces. For this specific
investigation, both surfaces were used either uncoated or coated
with fetal bovine serum. Figure 7 represents proliferation curves
obtained for those four surfaces after 4 day long cultures. We
clearly observed that proliferation was accelerated on the
coated CNT surface in comparison with the uncoated CNT
surface. After 4 days of culture, the cell number on the coated
CNT surface was more than twice higher (2.4) than on all
other surfaces. The same coating realized on SiO2 did not lead
to comparable increasing proliferation, underlying that CNTs
adsorbed a higher quantity of FBS are responsible for this high
proliferation rate.
4. DISCUSSION
In the first step, we noted that CNTs drastically increased the
average number of neurites per cell. The number of cells
equipped with 4 or 5 neurites was three times higher on CNTs
than on a SiO2 surface. Studies performed using as-produced
CNTs did not always show similar results. For example,
Mattson et al.13 found that surfaces of unmodified nanotubes
were favorable for neurites outgrowth but did not promote
neurite branching, suggesting that adhesion of growth cones to
the carbon surface was relatively weak. In contrast, neurons
grown on CNTs coated with a bioactive molecule, such as 4-
hydroxynonenal13 or nerve growth factors,35 elaborate multiple
neurites, which exhibit extensive branching. Matsumoto et al.35
showed that CNTs coated with NGF promoted neurite
outgrowths in the same manner as soluble NGF. Hu et al.2
showed that multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were
also a permissive substrate for rat hippocampal neurons. In this
study, the authors showed that both polyethyleneimine and as-
prepared MWNTs supported neuronal viability and permitted
neurite outgrowth. However, as-produced MWNTs were found
to reduce the initiation of neurite outgrowth, characterized by
the reduction of the growth cone number and the neurite
number per neuron. The studies discussed above focused on
investigating CNT−neuron interactions by varying the surface
chemistry of CNT substrates. Mechanical and electrical
properties of CNT substrates such as surface roughness and
conductivity, respectively, could also modulate and increase
Figure 6. QCM-D investigation of BSA adsorption on unpatterned
CNT thin layers of increasing thickness, printed on a SiO2 surface. (a)
Typical QCM-D frequency responses to the incubation of a BSA
solution (10 μg/mL diluted in PBS) for virgin SiO2 quartz (light blue
curve) and for SiO2 quartz covered with continuous CNT layers of
various heights. BSA was introduced at t = 9 min following a baseline
preincubation with PBS/BSA-free solution. The curves display the 7th
resonance frequency shift, and the corresponding surface density of
adsorbed mass is displayed on the right vertical axis. (b) Evolution of
the final frequency shift (after 200 minutes of incubation) measured by
QCM-D. (c) Evolution of the CNT layer roughness against the
thickness of the CNT layer measured by AFM.
Table 1. Relative Frequency Shifts Measured After the
Incubation (200 minutes) of Various Solutionsa
entity ΔF CNTs/ΔF SiO2
BSA (10 μg/mL) 1.3
poly-L-lysine (40 μg/mL) 4
foetal bovine serum 1.6
antibody (40 μg/mL) 4.3
aThe ratio represents the final frequency shift measured by QCM-D
on a CNT thin layer (layer thickness is 80 ± 5 nm) printed on a SiO2
quartz, divided by the same quantity measured on a virgin SiO2 quartz.
Figure 7. Cell density curves for neuro2a cells on SiO2, SiO2 coated
with fetal bovine serum, CNT layers (layer thickness is 80 ± 5 nm),
and CNT layers coated with fetal bovine serum. Each data point is the
average cell density from three experiments. Error bars indicate the
standard error (SE).
neuronal growth and neurite outgrowth.19,21,36 In our case,
CNTs were used as-produced, and no supplementary coating
was performed previous to the cell culture. CNT layers
exhibited a higher roughness than the SiO2 surface, which could
partially explain the increased neurites number we obtained,
compared to our control surface.
By patterning, we created a situation in which cells have the
choice to develop either on SiO2 features or on CNT features.
This original experimental design turned out to reveal new
effects that could not be anticipated from cell culture
experiments achieved on nonpatterned surfaces. Cell culture
results on those patterned surfaces showed, firstly, that the
global adherent cell number was comparable to the scores
obtained for nonpatterned surfaces. However, some selectivity
of the CNT features was observed, and cells were found to
develop preferentially on the CNT features. Directly after cell
seeding, cells were randomly distributed (see the Supporting
Information). However, during the first day of the culture, cells
had migrated, and cell spreading was observed preferentially on
CNT features. This means that the cells were able to explore
their neighboring environment. Most of the cells were located
on CNT features and exhibited a higher differentiation rate
compared to residual cells growing on SiO2 neighboring areas,
which were not able to spread and migrate enough for joining
adjacent CNT features. In conclusion, our investigation of
patterned CNT/SiO2 surfaces revealed that CNTs appeared to
be more attractive for cell adhesion, growth, and differentiation.
In the same way, we have observed that neurites were guided
by the CNT patterns. Neurites elongated along patterned CNT
lines. Even for the CNT patterns lines turning at an angle of
90°, neurites followed pattern geometry. This indicated that the
attractive effect of CNTs happened at two different length
scales: firstly, at the cell body scale, explaining cell localization
selectivity and secondly, at the neurite scale, during growth.
Those guiding effects of CNT features suggest that neurites
were confronted with the same choice of cell body. They
explored their local environment and finally grew on the most
favorable surface. This explanation is further supported by the
fact that even cells which were not able to develop on CNTs
very often exhibited neurites on the CNT patterns. One origin
of this selective effect could be that the CNT features exhibited
a higher surface roughness than the neighboring SiO2 features,
as was often mentioned in the literature.37,38,17 This effect of
CNTs on neuronal adhesion, for example, was explored in a
recent study by Sorkin et al.,19 who cultured neurons from
embryonic rat cortices on CNT features that consisted of
micrometric discs. Cells displayed a preference to grow on
CNT discs, and a close examination revealed extensive curling
of the neurites around CNTs. The authors explained that CNT
discs allowed entanglement of thin neurites with relatively
similar diameters to CNTs, and that such an entanglement may
represent an anchoring mechanism allowing neurons to attach
to rough surfaces. Gentile et al.17 recently reported that cells
preferentially grow on etched silicon rough surfaces. An
increased proliferation rate was obtained for moderately
rough surfaces (Ra: ∼10−45 nm). According to them, this
could be attributed to several possible mechanisms, among
which is the increased effective surface energy over nonplanar
substrates. Cell stable adhesion and consequent proliferation
would be energetically favorable on rough surfaces. Therefore,
the theory of adhesion of elastic solids (here the cells) on
randomly rough surfaces could explain the observed prefer-
ential stable adhesion and cell localization.17,39 Furthermore, a
rough surface allowed a higher number of possibilities for cells
to construct adhesion complexes with the surface.14,17,40
The processes that mediate the cellular adhesion to
nanoscale surface structures are, however, not well understood
and may be a direct result of the influence of the surface
topography/roughness, as discussed above, or an indirect one.
Our results showed that CNT features could act as porous
reservoirs for various elements (proteins, growth factors, etc.)
contained in the culture medium. Once again, this latter effect
may originate from the enhanced roughness of the CNT
surfaces. These results are in accordance with Chung et al.,41
who found that quartz electrodes equipped with CNTs had an
increased specific surface area, leading to enhanced adsorption
of chitosan. However, we showed that protein adsorption was
affected by the CNT layer thickness (see Figure 6b). By
increasing the CNT layer thickness exhibiting the same surface
roughness (see Figure 6c), we increased protein adsorption. We
were even able to evidence a linear relation between CNT layer
thickness and adsorbed protein mass. However, this phenom-
enon seemed to be limited by protein diffusion inside the CNT
network. Indeed, for CNT layer thickness above 70 nm,
proteins could not diffuse deeper in the CNT network, leading
to a kind of saturation. The same observations were made for
various types of proteins. This result clearly shows that the
enhancement of protein adsorption on the CNT layers is
dominated by a bulk effect rather than a pure surface effect.
Indeed, different layers of the same surface roughness exhibited
increased adsorption with increasing thickness. Thus, we think
that the dominant effect responsible for this enhanced protein
adsorption is the generation of a porous network of nanoscale
elements acting as a reservoir of proteins rather than a pure
roughness induced effect. Finally, we have shown that the CNT
layers could be charged with proteins and that cells, in the
presence of CNT patterns, could be able to sense a surface
concentration gradient. This surface gradient on patterned
substrates could explain why cells chose to grow preferentially
on CNT features, taking advantage of the numerous proteins
adsorbed on the CNT patterns. This interpretation is further
supported by our observation that cells duplicated more rapidly
when CNT layers were charged with serum previously to the
cell culture. Previous reports on how surface topography or
roughness affect protein adsorption are numerous, see ref 42,
for example. Dynamic interactions between nanotopography
and proteins are complex, due to the combination of attractive
and repulsive forces which are governed by local changes in
surface properties.43−45 The overall effect of surface nanoscale
features is not fully understood, according to reports available
in the literature.42,46,47 In our case, CNT surfaces always lead to
an increased mass adsorption with various ranges of proteins, as
antibodies or bovine serum albumin, suggesting that the CNT
patterns could act as local porous reservoirs for active proteins
of the culture medium. This could explain all of our results
obtained on the cell culture.
5. CONCLUSION
Patterning SiO2 surfaces with CNTs created a new original
situation for cell culture experiments and revealed new
phenomena on cell interactions with CNTs. We have evidenced
that CNTs enhanced protein adsorption, leading to protein
gradients on the patterned surface. Patterned substrates thus
exhibited two types of surfaces that are different in terms of
composition, roughness, and protein amount. Our results show
that neural cells preferentially adhere to the CNT patterns.
CNTs thus appear to be the most convenient surface for cell
growth and differentiation, in comparison with the SiO2 surface.
This conclusion could not be obtained by culturing cells on
homogeneous surface types consisting either of CNTs or of
SiO2. Namely, cells were able to adapt to SiO2 and exhibited
comparable adhesion and development on SiO2 and on CNTs.
Finally, this shows that patterning can be useful to determine
the most appropriate growth surface for cells. It would be
interesting to investigate the distance over which cells are able
to migrate in order to grow on a neighbouring appropriate
CNT surface. Thus, we could obtain information on the
balance between cell mobility and surface attraction. Among
the possible mechanisms capable to explain the preferential
adhesion, differentiation, and growth of neural cells on CNT
patterns, this paper highlights the existence of an indirect cell/
CNT interaction mediated by the preferential adsorption of
culture medium proteins on CNT networks.
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